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Introduction
This White Paper outlines how Linewize integrates with Microsoft networks to 
provide seamless network access, content filtering and student internet use 
reporting.

Microsoft technologies have become the default method of managing device and shared 
resource access on local area networks. Microsoft provides a number of mechanisms for 
network devices to integrate with user directory services and access user identification 
information. These integrations allow firewalls to restrict access to internet resources 
based on the users credentials.

The majority of school networks are underpinned by Microsoft networking technologies. 
These networks run Windows Server domain controllers to manage host access to network 
resources and store user and group information in an Active Directory (AD) database.

Linewize integrates directly with these Microsoft networking technologies to allow schools 
to understand student internet use and manage website and application access from the 
Linewize cloud management interface.

Linewize provides schools the visibility needed to educate safe, constructive and web 
smart student behaviour that underpins an understanding of the responsibilities of being a 
good digital learner.

Internet usage reporting by individual 
student and AD group
Internet use can be viewed on an individual student or group basis. Should inappropriate 
behaviour be identified, the student’s teacher or dean can be immediately notified. This 
approach enables schools to take a conversational approach to educating digital 
citizenship by addressing issues with individual students as they arise.

Schools can choose to adopt a much more open and trust based approach to network 
use by using visibility and alerting to highlight and respond to inappropriate behaviour.

This approach creates a high trust environment that serves students far more than the 
traditional approach of blindly blocking all potentially unsuitable content. Appropriate 
network use can be outlined in the school’s Student Internet Access Agreement and any 
behaviour contravening the agreement can be discussed with the student.

Seamless integration with Microsoft 
domain controllers
When a student uses a school device they are invariably required to authenticate 
themselves using their Microsoft domain login credentials. Once the student is 
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authenticated the domain controller determines the network resources that the student has 
access to.

Linewize integrates with Microsoft domain controllers through a messaging protocol called 
WMI events. These events inform Linewize as to which student is using the device so that 
internet access is filtered based on the AD group membership and the filtering policies 
that Linewize applies to these groups.

Using Linewize to identify the student by their Microsoft domain account on any given 
device allows Internet access to be tailored to the student’s AD group membership and 
time of day. Schools can ensure that content accessed during class-time is lesson related.

This allows schools to easily apply global filtering rules such as ‘Block social media 
access for students during lesson time.’

Touch free BYOD support through 
RADIUS integration
Supporting student BYOD efficiently and safely can be challenging. Students connecting 
their device to the schools’ WiFi should ideally be required to enter their domain user 
credentials when joining the network. 

This is achieved through a protocol called 802.1x that operates between WiFi access 
points and the WiFi controller which in turn uses the RADIUS protocol to enforce 
authentication by integrating with the domain controller’s RADIUS server. Microsoft’s 
RADIUS server implementation is referred to as the Network Policy Server (NPS).

Linewize integrates directly with the NPS to receive RADIUS events that inform Linewize 
as to which student is using a BYOD device. Student internet access is  then based on the 
Linewize filtering policies applied to AD group membership.

“I felt that Linewize would enable a 
fundamental shift in the College’s 
approach to internet safety. We 
could move away from curtailing 
and blocking internet activity, to 
encouraging a sense of responsibility 
and ownership amongst the students.”
– ALEX DAROUX, HEAD OF IT OPERATIONS  
TE AROHA COLLEGE, NEW ZEALAND.
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This approach means that Linewize is completely invisible to the device user until they 
attempt to access filtered content. Should this occur Linewize displays a ‘content blocked’ 
page instead of the destination website.

Classwize support for KAMAR  
AD structure
Schools using KAMAR as their SMS can benefit by syncing user and group information 
with their Microsoft AD database. The benefit of taking this approach means that the 
teacher to class relationship is mirrored within the AD information.

This makes the rollout of the Classwize classroom student internet use dashboard 
extremely straightforward as all group information is always present and correct.

Classwize allows teachers to easily relax or restrict temporary internet access policy such 
as ‘For year 9 Social Studies allow Facebook access for the next 30 minutes.’ This allows 
teachers to override default access policy in order for students to access lesson related 
content that would normally be blocked.

Supporting Office 365 with Azure AD 
integration
Schools looking to move to Microsoft cloud services such as Office 365 will be using 
Azure AD, Microsoft’s cloud based user and group management service.

Linewize integrates with Azure AD for those schools looking to migrate into the cloud and 
eventually look to deprecate their local server infrastructure. Rather than authenticating 
users against a local server, Linewize queries Azure AD’s cloud hosted API’s to access 
user and group information.

Linewize supports all platforms, 
devices and browsers
For schools using Microsoft networking technologies, Linewize provides an integrated and 
easy to use solution for understanding internet use and managing appropriate access.

Summary
For schools looking for better control and visibility over student internet use, Linewize 
integrates seamlessly with exisiting Microsoft network technologies to provide an 
integrated and easy to use solution. Linewize makes internet access management simple 
by identifying students on the network using their Microsoft login credentials, applying 
filtering policy based on group membership and recording all internet use against their 
account.
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www.linewize.com

About Linewize
Linewize is passionate about making student internet management easy.

Learn more 
Visit us www.linewize.com

Email us at info@linewize.com

Call us +64 (0) 3 668 1218


